
Art Hacks

Re-drafting – show students the Youtube clip
‘Austin’s Butterfly’ if they have not seen it
before. Discuss the merits of re-drafting and
the idea that art is never really ‘finished’. Give
students 3 minutes to copy a simple line
drawing from the board or an image on their
table. Students swap drawings and write one
constructive comment at the bottom of their
partner’s drawing (ie - you could make the
wings more symmetrical). Give students
another 3 minutes and a new piece of paper
to re-draft their original image. Repeat the
process twice more until students have four
drafts, including one with colour, which 
they can stick in sketchbooks to see 
their progression. Works for: individuals.

Most of these activities can be adapted across the Key Stages – there should be something here for every
student, situation and context. All the activities build skills specified in the Primary Art and Design National
Curriculum, and many have relevance across other curriculum areas as well.
 
All activities can be carried out with minimal equipment, although the ability to project artwork images is very
useful. Many of these activities work best with regular repetition, building habits, familiarity and confidence. All
activities can be carried out using artworks from the Swindon Collection of Modern Art, so no need to spend
hours searching for suitable images! A bank of images can be found in the Artworks Powerpoints in the Learning
Library on our blog (https://www.swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour)

What does Sadness Wear? – ask students
to personify an emotion or abstract noun by
drawing it. For example, if Sadness were a
person: what would they look like? What
would they wear? What job would they do?
Where would they live? How would they
walk? What would they do in their spare
time? Drawings can be labelled, or 
turned into pieces of writing. Works 
for: individuals.

These activities can take anywhere between 20 minutes and a
full lesson. There are lots of opportunities to develop and extend
them. They can be used within existing programmes of work, to

develop skills across the curriculum, or as stand-alone tasks.

Being a Sculptor – in pairs, students
should label themselves as artist and
mannequin. Give the artists a theme
and 30 seconds to create a ‘sculpture’
using their partner as their model! Get
them to think about facial expression as
well as body posture. Ideas for themes:
sadness, home, energy, unreality,
animals. Works for: pairs.

Annotating Artworks – give each student
a copy of an artwork. Ask them to
annotate it with labels – you could specify
nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs, or just
give them free reign depending on age
and stage. Use the ‘Describing Artworks’
resource to support with vocabulary.
Works for: individuals, pairs.

Find the Artwork – display a number of
artworks around a large space. Give
students a statement about an artwork
and ask them to run and stand by an
artwork which corresponds with your
statement (eg – it uses the colour blue, it
has a sad tone, it is an abstract artwork).
Works for: whole class.

LONGER ACTIVITIES

Teacher 
Toolkit

Keen to get art and creative skills into the classroom every day, but 
without the need for messy art materials?! Look no further! This is teaching by stealth!



Become a Grand Master – give
students an artwork image, a paper-
clip, and a piece of tracing paper. With
the tracing paper over the artwork,
students develop the original artwork,
either by adding people, objects or
patterns, or by modifying existing
elements of the artwork. You could
give them a specific challenge such as
changing the emotion or scene of the
artwork, or making the viewer laugh.
Encourage them to stick with the
context of the artwork and to make
small changes, rather than just adding
dinosaurs! (eg – they could add curtains
and a sofa to a room, or a cat to the top
of a wall) Students could also draw
themselves into a painting – where
would they be and what would they be
doing? Why? Works for: individuals.

Explode an artwork – display an artwork
on the board and ask students to label
the nouns – what can they see, hear,
touch, smell and taste? In a different
colour, ask them to label the adjectives –
how would they describe parts of the
image or how would they extend the
nouns they have already suggested? In
another colour, ask them to add any
verbs which are relevant, either to the
content of the work, or the artist making
the work. In a final colour, they can add
adverbs to the verbs for more clarity.
They could do this verbally, on the board,
or on copies of the artwork. You could
even time them at each stage and
create a competition! Works for: pairs,
small groups, individuals, or whole class.

Talking Heads – using the list of
questions for ‘Approaching Artworks with
People In’ (in the toolkit ‘Helping Students
Explore Artworks’), students should work
in pairs to become ‘characters’ in an
artwork. One student acts as an
interviewer, the other becomes the
artwork subject and answers questions
about themselves. Students can plan
their interview first or it can be 
            a quick, spontaneous activity. They 
            could even perform the interview 
                  or use costumes and props. 
                   Works for: pairs.

Hot-seating – display a representational
artwork and choose a student to be a
character or an element from the image,
or even the artist themselves. Sitting at
the front of the room, other students
question them, in character, about who
they are or about the artwork. Students
can plan their questions or it can be a
quick, spontaneous activity. Encourage
them to use the 5 Ws to frame
questions. Alternatively, you could use
teacher-in-role and the class can ask
you questions!. Works for: whole class.

Display Labels – display an artwork and ask
students to write its display label for an
exhibition. It needs a description of the artwork,
some information about the artist, and ideas
about the artist’s intention. They could also
include some questions to help the visitor think
about the piece. You could use a writing frame
and a scaffolded example. Works for: 
individuals, pairs.

Experts – stick copies of an abstract artwork
on the walls and ask one student in each pair
to explain the artwork to the other, pointing
to the artwork image as if they were an
expert in a gallery. They should explain in as
much detail as possible (eg-  this blue line
shows the artist was sad; this circle is a bird
flying). Remind them there is no right or
wrong interpretation. Works for: pairs.

Sales Pitch – a similar idea to the 
‘Experts’ activity above, this time students 
try to sell an artwork to their partner! Provide
some prompts or sentence starters, and
perhaps gather ideas for persuasive
vocabulary before they begin. Works for: pairs.

Dancing Teapots – show students 
examples of anthropomorphised objects (eg
– the tea-pots in ‘Beauty and the Beast’,
‘Thomas the Tank Engine’). Give them a
simple object (fruit works well) and ask them
to create an anthropomorphised drawing.
They could describe/annotate their character
when finished, thinking about physical 
traits, but also personality. Works for: 
individuals.



Mini-curators – each pair of students
needs a pack of Art Cards (see blog),
some blue-tak and a wall space! Ask
them to curate their own gallery by
choosing 10 images to exhibit. You
could give them a theme for their
exhibition, or get them to choose one
(eg – animals, people, emotions). They
could work out a way to ‘exhibit’ the
cards and could think about the
arrangement of images – which images
work well together, do they want
contrasting images next to each other,
do they want to tell a story? They could
even write exhibition labels, research
the artworks, create an audio tour, or
give live tours of their gallery. With
access to the Artworks Powerpoint    
              (see blog), it would be possible 
                   to curate an online gallery in 
                   Powerpoint. Works for: 
                        pairs, individuals.

Creation Station – OK, so we cheated here -
this involves art materials, but in a different
way! Set a table with different art mediums
(eg - charcoal, watercolour, acrylic, pencil,
pastels, oil paint) and different surfaces (eg –
different types of paper, cardboard, wood,
canvas, cling film, kitchen towel). You might
even want to add an image of a Collection
artwork which uses each medium. Invite
students to visit the ‘Creation Station!’ and try
the different mediums and materials. They
could record their findings about the
properties of each, which work best together,
and which they prefer. Would certain
mediums be better for certain types of
artwork or subject? They could even make
predictions before attending the 'Creation
Station'. You could give each of them a piece
of paper to make a mark using each of the
different mediums so they can take it back to
their tables to label and compare. They could
then choose their favourite medium and
create an artwork using it. alongside a
paragraph evaluating their choice and
experience of the medium. Works 
for: pairs, individuals, small groups.

Forging an Artwork – this works best for
abstract art and older age groups. In
small groups, students decide on a
group member to be the artist and a
group member to be the observer.
Groups need a set of coloured pencils
and a piece of paper. Display an artwork
at the front of the classroom so
students can’t see it. Invite the
observers from each group to come up
and look at the artwork for 30 seconds.
They return to their groups and describe
the artwork. The designated artist in
each group has to draw the artwork as
described. The other team members ask
questions and support the artist, but
cannot draw or observe the artwork
themselves. Observers can return to
look at the artwork as many times as
they like but can look for no more than
30 seconds each time. After a
designated time, collect in all forged
artworks and display them! Give a prize
for the most accurately forged! This
activity also works well for multi-
coloured ‘sculptures’ made out of Duplo
or Lego, as long as you have enough
bricks! Works for: small groups.

Spot the Difference – ask a small group of
students to strike a pose in freeze-frame
at the front of the classroom. The rest of
the class study them intently for 30
seconds. While the class shut their eyes,
you tap two of the group on the head and
they must quickly change something very
small about their position. The class re-
open their eyes and must spot the two
differences. The first student able to spot
a difference swaps places with the student
at the front who had changed their
position. Works for: whole class.


